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TYPES OF AUCTIONS FOR TASK ALLOCATION

§ Parallel Auctions

§ Each robot bids on each task (=single-item) in independent 
and simultaneous auctions

§ Combinatorial Auctions

§ Each robot bids on some bundles (= subsets) of tasks

§ Sequential Auctions

§ There are several parallel auctions bidding rounds until all 
tasks have been assigned to robots. Only one task is 
assigned in each round. A bundle is defined/assigned at the 
end of the rounds
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GU ID ING EXAM PLE: MULT I-RO BO T RO UT ING

Scenario

§ Agents = Robots,  Tasks = Targets 

§ A team of robots has to visit given targets spread 
over some terrain, minimizing costs

§ A subset of tasks has to be assigned to each robot 
such that all tasks are serviced

§ Each target must be visited by one and only one 
robot (for efficiency, conflict-avoidance)

§ The cost of servicing any task by any robot is a 
constant !: the allocation has to minimize the costs 
related to traveling to tasks under the constraint of 
servicing all tasks

§ Examples:
§ Goods delivery to spatially spread customers 

(Uber/Amazon)

§ Planetary surface exploration 
§ Facility surveillance
§ Search and rescue 

Task 
Assignment

Paths /       
Tasks ordering
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GUIDING EXAMPLE: MULTI-ROBOT ROUTING

Assumptions
§ The robots are identical (! cost for servicing any task))
§ The robots know their own location
§ The robots know task locations
§ The robots might not know where obstacles are
§ The robots observe obstacles in their vicinity
§ The robots can navigate without errors
§ The path costs satisfy the triangle inequality
§ The robots can communicate with each other (auctioning)

§ Tasks have no service dependencies (e.g., "# before "$)
§ Each task only require one robot to be serviced
§ Robots start at different locations

§ SR – ST – TA

§ Complication: Utility function is not linear 
(task dependencies are in the costs)

§ %& "#, "$ ≠ %& "# + %&("$)
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS

§ Each robot bids on each target/task in independent and 
simultaneous auctions. 

§ The robot that bids lowest on a target wins it (minimum cost / 
energy / time to perform the task) 

§ Each robot determines a cost-minimal path to visit all targets it 
has won and follows it à Sequence of tasks to deal with

§ Each robot bids on a target the 
minimal path cost it needs from its 
current location to visit the target

§ This might be an estimate
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS

§ Each robot bids on a target 
the minimal path cost it 
needs from its current 
location to visit the target

§ This might be an estimate
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS

Task Assignment

Robot Paths

Does it seem 
optimized?
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS

Sub-optimal Task Assignment: 
it is often the case that it is not 
convenient to send different 
robots to deal with tasks that 
are clustered (in space)

§ Minimal team cost is not achieved

§ The team cost resulting from 
parallel auctions is large because 
they cannot take synergies 
between tasks into account.

Optimal solution, with minimal team cost
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS: NOT CONSIDERING SYNERGIES

§ Each robot bids on a target the minimal path cost it needs from its 
current location to visit the target

§ No synergies among tasks are accounted for: the order of 
performing the tasks (i.e., of visiting the targets) is not considered  

§ Effects: wrong estimates of the real costs

§ Overestimate total costs in case of positive task synergies

§ Underestimate total costs in case of negative task synergies
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS:  POSITIVE SYNERGIES

Overestimate 
of total costs
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS:  NEGATIVE SYNERGIES

Underestimate of 
total costs
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PARALLEL AUCTIONS:  SUMMARY

§ Ease of implementation: simple

§ Ease of decentralization: simple

§ Bid generation: cheap

§ Bid communication: cheap 

§ Auction clearing: cheap

§ Team performance: poor, no synergies taken into account 
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: IDEAL SCENARIO

§ Each robot bids on all bundles (= subsets) of tasks
§ Each robot gets assigned at most one bundle, with the goal of:

§ Maximizing the number of tasks assigned to the robots [first priority]
§ Minimizing the total team cost ( = sum of the bids of the bundles 

won by robots) [second priority]
§ Each robot determines a cost-minimal path to service all tasks (visit all 

targets) it has been assigned to, and follows it

§ Each robot bids on a bundle the 
minimal path cost it needs from 
its current location to service all 
tasks in the bundle 

§ à Synergies are accounted for!
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CO M B INATO R IAL AUCT IO NS: IDEAL
SCENARIO
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: IDEAL SCENARIO

§ The team cost resulting from ideal combinatorial auctions is minimized since 
all synergies between tasks are accounted for solving an NP-hard problem

§ The number of bids is exponential in the number of tasks

§ Bid generation, bid communication and winner determination are expensive
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: SCENARIO IN PRACTICE

§ Each robot bids on some bundles (= subsets) of tasks

§ Each robot gets assigned at most one bundle, with the goal of:

§ Maximizing the number of tasks assigned to the robots [first priority]

§ Minimizing the total team cost ( = sum of the bids of the bundles 
won by robots) [second priority]

§ Each robot determines a cost-minimal path to service all tasks (visit all 
targets) it has been assigned to, and follows it

§ The team cost resulting from practical combinatorial auctions is expected 
to be small but can be suboptimal

§ Bid generation, bid communication and winner determination are still 
relatively expensive
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: BIDDING STRATEGIES

§ Which bundles to bid on is mostly unexplored in economics because good 
bundle-generation strategies are usually domain dependent

§ E.g., for multi-robot routing tasks one wants to exploit the spatial 
relationship of targets, but for other types of tasks different relations 
would make more sense

§ Good bundle-generation strategies:

§ generate a small number of bundles

§ generate bundles that cover the solution space

§ generate profitable bundles

§ generate bundles efficiently

§ ….

§ Basic (dumb) domain-independent bundle-generation strategy:

§ Generate (some of) all !-tasks bundles, e.g., all 3-targets subsets
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: 
DOMAIN-DEPENDENT BUNDLE GENERATION

§ In our multi-robot routing problem, spatial relationships between tasks 
play an important role determining the cost of a bundle à Smart bundle 
generation can be obtained by spatial clustering of tasks

§ Procedure GRAPH-CUT:

§ Start with a bundle that contains all targets

§ Bid on the new bundle

§ Build a complete graph whose vertices are the tasks in the bundle 
and edge costs correspond to the path costs between the vertices

§ Split the graph into two sub graphs along (an approximation of) the 
maximal cut

§ Bid on the two bundles

§ Recursively repeat the procedure twice, namely for the tasks in each 
one of the two sub graphs (bundles)
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: 
DOMAIN-DEPENDENT BUNDLE GENERATION
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: 
DOMAIN-DEPENDENT BUNDLE GENERATION

§ Cut = A partition of the vertices of a graph in two disjoint sets

§ Weighted Maximal Cut (= weighted maxcut) = cut that maximizes the sum
of the costs (weights) of the edges that connect the two sets of vertices 

§ In our case, this means to avoid expensive partitions 

§ Finding a maximal cut is NP-hard and needs to get approximated
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS: 
DOMAIN-DEPENDENT BUNDLE GENERATION

Submit bids for bundles: {A}, {B}, {C}, {D},  {A,B}, {C,D}, {A,B,C,D}
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NUMERIC EXPERIMENT

§ 3 robots in known terrain with 5 clusters of 4 targets each

Number of bids Team cost (sum)

Parallel single—item
auctions

635 426

Combinatorial
auctions with fixed  
3-bundles

20506 248

Combinatorial
auctions with 
GRAPH-CUT

1112 184

Optimal 
combinatorial
auctions (with MIP)

N/A 184
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COMBINATORIAL AUCTIONS:  SUMMARY

§ Ease of implementation: difficult

§ Ease of decentralization: unclear (depends on task scenario)

§ Bid generation: expensive

o Bundle generation: expensive (can be NP-hard)

o Bid generation per bundle: can be NP-hard  

§ Bid communication: expensive

§ Auction clearing: expensive (NP-hard)

§ Team performance: very good (optimal)

o Many (all) synergies taken into account

§ Workarounds:

o Use a smart bundle generation method

o Approximate the various NP-hard problems
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS

§ Sequential auctions: a good trade-off between parallel auctions and 
combinatorial auctions

§ Several bidding rounds, until all tasks have been assigned to robots 

§ Only one task is assigned in each round

§ During each round, each robot bids on all tasks not yet assigned

§ The minimum bid over all robots and tasks wins, and the corresponding 
robot gets the corresponding task

§ Each robot determines a cost-minimal path to service all tasks it has been 
assigned, and follows it
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS: EXPLOITING SYNERGIES

§ Each robot bids on a task. The amount of the bid is chosen to optimize team 
performance. This can be realized in many different ways, depending on what 
performance is of interest (e.g., total time, total energy/traveling, …)

§ E.g., Performance: Minimize the sum of path costs for all robots à
A robot bids the minimal increase in path cost it needs from its current 
location to visit all of the targets it has been assigned so far + the new task

Initial bid, on all individual tasks Robot has won Task B

Robots now bid on 
unassigned tasks
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS: ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Initial bids, on all individual tasks After one task assignment

After two task assignments After three task assignments
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS: ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Complete task assignment

Robot paths
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SEQ UENT IAL AUCT IO NS: REM ARKS

§ Each robot needs to submit only one of its lowest bid

§ Each robot needs to submit a new bid only directly after the target it bid 
on was won by some robot (either by itself or some other robot)

§ à Each robot submits at most one bid per round, and the number of 
rounds equals the number of tasks

§ à The total number of bids is no larger than the one of parallel auctions, 
and bid communication is cheap. 

§ The bids that do not need to be submitted were shown in parentheses in 
previous examples
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS: REMARKS

§ Not always capable to exploit synergies because of the sequential nature 
of the process

§ No guarantees of optimality

Robot 1

Robot 2

!

"#

$

Robot 1: !
Robot 2: "
Robot 1: $
Robot 1: #
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SEQUENTIAL AUCTIONS: SUMMARY

§ Ease of decentralization: simple

§ Bid generation: cheap 

§ Bid communication: cheap

§ Auction clearing: cheap

§ Team performance: quite good, some synergies taken into account 


